
WORLDWIDE HEAVY TRANSPORTATION AND LIFTING

uK And internAtionAl generAl And speciAlist hAulAge



ALE can provide a full service solution for all of your haulage and transportation needs. 
We operate a diverse fleet of vehicles and can meet any transportation requirement from 
documents to unlimited out of gauge cargo worldwide.

UK based, we can offer a 
full project management 
solution for the UK and 
European markets.

With years of experience 
and one of the most 
comprehensive fleets of 
transportation equipment 
in the UK and Europe, we 
are a renowned authority 
in moving and transporting 
any weight of load.

uK And internAtionAl generAl And speciAlist hAulAge



A team of highly trained personnel maintain and 
operate our substantial fleet of trailer equipment. 

Our versatile fleet ranging from crane vehicles to 
beam carriers can be configured to transport all 
types of equipment to overcome any potential 
route restrictions. 

We take pride in the high level of customer 
service and project management given to all of 
our clients. Whatever the size or complexity, we 
strive to ensure a door-to-door service including; 
consultancy, permits, route investigations and 
applications, liaison with officials, agencies and 
traffic management contractors. 

Our experienced staff can provide quotations 
and estimates, negotiate with customs and even 
arrange street furniture removal as part of our 
transportation full service solution.

In addition to the high standard of transport 
services provided, we pride ourselves on having 
one of the most diverse engineering departments 
in the UK.

These services include finding transport solutions 
for difficult cargo, loading and off-loading 
methods as well as detailed engineering and 
swept path drawings using AutoCad and risk 
assessment documents. 

Our team are willing to advise on transportation of any kind of cargo.  
Please contact us to discuss your requirements.  



Head Office, New Road, Hixon, Staffordshire ST18 0PE   
t: 01889 272500   f: 01889 271750   e: info@ale-heavylift.com   

www.ale-heavylift.com

Please contact our head office using the contact details below for 
further information on our light heavy fleet as well as our worldwide 
heavy transportation and lifting solutions.

A selection of AvAilAble trAnsport And configurAtions

18200 mm

4 Axle Low Loader

5 Axle Semi Low Loader

Neck 2 Bed 4

26300 mm

LRQ 4005965 LRQ 4005965

45’- 80’ Flat Bed

23000 mm

17000 mm

25600 mm

Goldhofer Extendable Vessel Bridge


